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We have long been featuring natural jute and wool rugs simply 
because we love them and they are a part of the way of life at 

Kemps House. 

Our Jute rugs are woven by hand from thick yarns, and the plaited 
design provides strength and durability as well as offering a very 
grounding, eye-catching addition to any space. Moreover, the 
yarns will soften over time and highlight the tones and variation 

in the jute.

Cosy is the best way to describe our clever wool rugs, so we’ve 
named them with their look in mind. We should have just called 
them heaven on your feet, since that’s the feeling from every little 
toe to heel. Inspired by the soothing feeling of a pebble beach side 
walk, our rugs add warmth and the beautiful visual impact of cosy 

from the ground up.

Like so many of our new product 
introductions, the decision to create our

 own collection of natural rugs came from 
customers asking about the various pieces 

included in our images and videos.



Cosy 
Wool Rugs

Inspired by smooth rounded pebbles that feel 
wonderful underfoot, our deep-pile Cosy 
Wool Rug creates a calming and serene element 
in your home.

Crafted with care from 100% New Zealand 
Wool, this handmade rug comes in three subtle 
neutrals – White, Stone, and Grey – all of 
which harmonise with our upholstered furniture. 

Discover the gentle nuances in colour and yarn 
variation, unique to every piece. These nuances  
are further demonstrated by the handwoven 
looped design that also reflects excellent 
craftsmanship wand quality.



Inspired by the rolling landscapes of Kemps 
House, our White Pebble Rug creates a calming 
atmosphere with its sumptuous soft pile and 
natural comforting texture.  

Made from 100% New Zealand wool, it comes 
in a subtle white shade highlighting the beauty 
of its handwoven loop and knot. Providing 
soothing comfort underfoot, its natural wool 
creates gentle nuances in colour, and yarn that 
reflects the uniqueness of every piece.

White  
Pebble Rug



Woven by hand on a vertical loom from thick 
jute yarns, our Jute Rug brings depth and 
versatility by conveying a sense of nature and 
natural materials.
 
Each rug is skillfully hand-plaited from tight  
jute fiber loops that soften over time. In 
addition, this beautifully tufted floor covering 
creates a calming element adding warmth and 
natural texture to your home. 

Creating a comfortable solution for different 
spaces, our Jute Rug’s unique size defines a zone 
and is scaled to anchor our generous furniture.  

Jute Rug
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Pebble Rug
White

300x400cm

Jute Rug
350x450cm

Cosy Wool Rug
Beige

170x250cm

Cosy Wool Rug
Grey

200x300cm

Cosy Wool Rug
White

250x350cm

All rugs are available in all sizes, except
350x450cm which is only available in Jute







Practical, lays smoothly and prevents your rug 
from slipping on any floor, our natural latex rug 
underlay will also provide sound insulation and 
is suitable for underfloor heating.

As with all of our products, we look to only 
natural materials, so we have sourced our underlay 
in 100% latex, made with rubber. Meeting the 
Standard 100 set by OEKO TEX, this ensures
 that it is chemical-free, environmentally 
friendly and harmless to human health.

Available to purchase separately from our rugs, 
we still recommend using an underlay, 
particularly with our Jute Rugs, to keep them 
in place within busy home.

Please note that the underlay will be provided  
in two pieces due to its scale for the 250x350cm, 
w300x400cm, and 350x450cm rugs.

Natural Latex 
Rug Underlay






